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Abstract—The concept of “silent letters” relates to graphic symbols that are not pronounced or that do not 

have mapping with a specific linguistic unit. In the context of processing the mapping of sequences of linguistic 

units to writing, this concept often results in ambiguity. The Balinese script, which refers to a silent letter, 

appears in a basic shape | | adeg adeg. Scholars of Balinese script define adeg adeg as a process to eliminate 

characters (Akshara’s), resulting in consonants without inherent vowels. This explanation is very metaphorical, 

ambiguous, and not based on adequate terms to describe graphetic and graphematic features that are related 

to mappings between graphic unit sequences and linguistic unit sequences. Balinese script | | adeg adeg as 

primary data comes from the 16.162 lemma in the Balinese dictionary - Indonesian with Latin and Balinese 

script. Adeg adeg is analyzed both graphically and graphematically to identify its characteristics, with the 

stages of analysis adapted from the Multimodular Model of Writing System proposed by Meletis (2018). 

Graphetic analysis shows that the adeg adeg is identified as basic shapes | | with three salient graphetic 

features: -recodability, -paired variants, and +additive. Graphematically, adeg-adeg is defined as a grapheme 

< > with the following features: +lexical distinctiveness, +linguistic value, and +minimality. The clarity of 

graphetic and graphematic characteristics significantly contributes to a more comprehensive and transparent 

cognitive-linguistic mechanism depiction, especially in deciphering writing systems based on Akshara’s highly 

complex characteristics. 

 

Index Terms—silent letters, Balinese script, graphetic, graphematic 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The contrast between spoken and written language is related to the differences in sensory perception involved in the 

process of reducing it. Klima (1972) introduced the term “language by ear and by eye” as an indication of this 

difference. The process of reducing language to writing is complex because it involves a mapping system between 

linguistic units and written units (Hanna et al., 1966; Pike, 1956). The systematic mapping problem (speech-to-text vs 

text-to-speech) has recently become a hot topic and a crucial issue in cross-script system studies and their applications 

in computational linguistic research (Divay & Vitale, 1997; Ehri, 2014; Fry, 2004; Pandey, 2014; Sproat, 2000; Tarsaku 

et al., 2001; Vadasy & Sanders, 2021). 

Systematic mapping is closely related to several ideas in the study of writing systems, such as the relativity of writing 

systems (Pae, 2020; Pae & Wang, 2022), the degree of orthographic transparency (Protopapas & Vlahou, 2009), the 

orthography dichotomy of deep versus shallow based on the transparency of the correspondence between writing and 

phonology (Katz & Feldman, 1983; Klima, 1972; Liberman et al., 1980; Lukatela et al., 1980), the orthographic depth 

hypothesis (ODH) (Besner & Smith, 1992; Frost et al., 1987), and extensive orthography (Nag et al., 2010; Vaid & 

Gupta, 2002). All of these ideas converge on the conclusion that systematic mapping between linguistic units and 

written units (including the smallest grain size in sub-syllables, such as onset, coda, and mora) has an impact on reading 

and writing performance (Nag, 2014; Spencer, 2007). 

One of the concepts in the mapping of linguistic units to written units that often causes ambiguity is the concept of 

“silent letter” (Apriani, 2016; Fedorova, 2013; Maulina, 2013; Protopapas & Vlahou, 2009; Pusfarani et al., 2021; 

Sukreni Riawati et al., 2021). This concept was originally introduced by Pike (1956). The term “silent letter” relates to 

graphic symbols that are not pronounced or do not have a mapping with a specific linguistic unit (Koda, 2007). The 

presence of silent letters poses a challenge in learning orthography because there is a mismatch between orthography 

and phonology relations (Sircar & Nag, 2014; Ziegler et al., 2010). 
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The phenomenon that refers to the concept of “silent letter” has appeared in a number of operational technical terms 

and is defined very differently in several writing systems around the world. For example, in Abugidas writing systems 

based on Akshara’s or also called Alphasyllabaries (cf. Bright, 1996; Daniels, 1996), terms such as the following appear: 

the term “halanta” (Hindi) with basic shape | | refers to a subscript diacritic that does not have a mapping with a 

specific linguistic unit, indicating “the absence of an inherent vowel” (Pandey, 2014); the term “tsec” or also called 

“hanging dot” with basic shape |….| (Tibetan) refers to a diacritic subscript that does not have a mapping with a specific 

linguistic unit. It functions to remove the inherent vowel attached to a consonant or C without a vowel (Fedorova, 2013); 

the term “pangkon” with basic shape |… | (Javanese) refers to a diacritic subscript that does not have a mapping with a 

specific linguistic unit. It functions to present a dead consonant or a closing in a syllable or panyigeging wanda 

(Darusuprapta et al., 2002); the term “patén” or “pamaéh” with basic shape |… | (Sundanese) refers to a diacritic 

subscript that does not have a mapping with a specific linguistic unit. It functions to remove the inherent vowel /a/ 

attached to the main consonant or ngalangena so that it becomes dead (Baidilah, 2008). 

The Balinese script writing system, which is a derivative of the Abugida writing system, also has a term that refers to 

the concept of silent letters. This term is known as ‘adeg adeg’ with basic shape | | (Unicode character: U+1B44). 

Adeg adeg (| |) is a diacritical sign or character pangangge (cf. the term “garment” by Fedorova, 2013) that is grouped 

into pangangge tengenan (Medera et al., 2003; Simpen AB, 1979; Tinggen, 1994). According to three Balinese script 

experts, the adeg adeg function serves to “kill” (eliminate) the vowels in Akshara’s, resulting in consonants without 

inherent vowels, known as nengen. However, this explanation is metaphorical, ambiguous, and does not use adequate 

terms to describe the systematic mappings between graphic unit sequence and linguistic unit sequence. Based on these 

reasons, it is very important to conduct research that can explain and describe the characteristics of silent letters adeg 

adeg | | in the Balinese script writing system, especially studies that are based on adequate terms to describe systematic 

mappings between graphic unit sequence and linguistic unit sequence that are universal across writing systems. 

The analysis of graphetic and graphematic features (as a main module of the Modular Theory of Writing Systems) is 

a methodological framework that can identify the systematic characteristics and mappings of basic shapes as graphemes, 

which are the basic units of writing systems related to the presentation of visual units and their connection with 

linguistic units (Meletis, 2018; Neef, 2012, 2015). Clarity of systematic characteristics and mapping significantly 

contributes to a more comprehensive and transparent cognitive-linguistic mechanism depiction, especially in 

deciphering writing systems based on Akshara’s that have highly complex characteristics, such as non-linear symbol 

arrangements (Sproat, 2000; Vaid & Gupta, 2002; Winskel & Perea, 2014), unmarked and inherent symbol features  

(Bhide et al., 2014; Nag, 2007), and visually complex symbol sets (Joyce & Meletis, 2021; Nag, 2014). 

II.  STRUCTURE OF WRITING SYSTEMS 

A.  Modular Theory of Writing Systems 

In the field of grapholinguistics, it is imperative to establish a model that comprehensively outlines the structure and 

functioning of writing systems. A profound understanding of the organizational principles of writing systems is 

essential for effectively formulating and exploring grapholinguistic inquiries. However, this perspective has not always 

been universally embraced, and a significant portion of writing systems research often neglects to elucidate the 

underlying model or theory on which it is predicated. This oversight could be attributed to the absence of a foundational 

model or theory in much of the research (Neef, 2012, 2015). Modular Theory of Writing Systems serves as the 

foundational framework for this model, aiming to delineate the subsystems, or modules, that constitute writing systems. 

Figure 1 illustrates a modified version of this model from Meletis (2018, p. 61), featuring language systems, graphetics, 

and graphematics as obligatory modules, with orthography as an optional module within writing systems. 
 

 
Figure 1. Multimodular Model of Writing Systems Adaptation 

 

(a).  Language System 
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The initial component of a writing system is the language system, which serves as the basis for its operation as a sign 

system based on language (Neef, 2012, 2015). Modular Theory divides each language system into two parts: grammar 

and lexicon. Grammar encompasses the regular aspects of a language, including phonology, morphology, semantics, 

and syntax. In contrast, the lexicon encompasses all the irregular properties of the same language and defines 

morphemes as the arbitrary associations of forms and meanings. 

(b).  Graphetic 

Before delving into more abstract script ideas, it is essential to ascertain the status of concrete molds on paper that 

can be visually observed. In the study of grapholinguistics, graphetics refers to the forms or materialization of primary 

forms (and their names) in a writing system related to specific linguistic units (Neef, 2012). The central unit in this 

module in abstract form is called basic shape, and its concrete realization is called a graph. Basic shapes are material but 

sometimes abstract, representing the set of visual features needed to visually distinguish shapes from other figures in the 

visual form repertoire in a writing system (Meletis, 2019a). Basic shapes are defined as abstract units, groups with 

distinguishing geometric features from written signs, so that literate individuals will recognize them as embodiments of 

writing. Bredel in Meletis (2018, p. 114) proposed four features to distinguish the different graphetic segment materials 

used in the German writing system. These features are (1) context-free identification, (2) recodability, (3) combinability, 

(4) paired variants, and (5) additive (see Table 1). Feature 1 is graphetic, with determination based on visual properties. 

Feature 2 is graphematic, which includes linguistic units related to basic shapes. Feature 3 and 4 are graphotactic, 

depending on the graphematic perspective. 
 

TABLE 1 

CLASSES OF BASIC SHAPES FEATURES 

 diacritics letters digits special 

characters 

punctuation 

marks 

empty 

spaces 

identifiable 

without 

context 

+ + + + +   

recodable   + + +     

combinable   + +       

paired   +         

additive +           

 

(c).  Graphematic 

A written representation of each word in a language, called a graphematic module, is facilitated by the language 

system (Neef, 2012, 2015). This module delineates all conventional associations between characters or character 

combinations and phonological segments that are permitted in the system. The minimal unit that represents the unity of 

shape or fundamental entity in the graphematic module is called a grapheme. Meletis (2019b, p. 17) suggests three 

criteria for defining graphemes that are applicable across all writing systems: lexical distinctiveness (condition 1), 

linguistic value (condition 2), and minimality (condition 3), as shown in Table 2. 
 

TABLE 2 

CONDITIONS FOR THE GRAPHEME DEFINITION; GRAPHEMES ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN GREY 

 Condition (1) Condition (2) Condition (3) 

German <ng> + + 

phoneme /ŋ/ 

- 

both <n> and <g> are 

already graphemes 

German <ch> + + 

Phoneme /ç/ 

+ 

German <sch> + + - 

both <s> and <ch> are 

already graphemes 

German ׀c׀  +  + 

German ׀I׀ (hasta) in <p> 

vs <b> 

+ - + 

Chinese < > ‘river’ + + 

Morpheme {river} 

+ 

Chinese ꟾ  ꟾ + - 

Semantic component 

‘water’, which itself 

represents no linguistic 

unit 

+ 

Thai < > + + 

Phoneme /d/ 

+ 

Thai < > 
+ + 

Phoneme /i/ 

+ 
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(d).  Orthography 

In reality, different spellings are used by convention to distinguish between homophones. Modular Theory explains 

this phenomenon through the orthography module called systematic orthography, which prescribes how to spell 

individual words correctly within the confines of the graphematic solution space. These constraints are systematic in the 

sense that they apply to a particular layer of the vocabulary. Systematic orthography does not always provide a single 

fixed spelling of a given word. For instance, the constraint on the well-formed spelling of [ɑ] in German still leaves <a> 

<Wal> ‘whale’ and <ah> <Wahl> ‘choice’ as two possible representations of the segment. Instead of using these forms 

interchangeably, the German writing system has standardized conventions stipulating which form should be used on a 

word-to-word basis (e.g., <a> for [vɑl] ‘whale’ but not for [vɑl] ‘choice’). Modular Theory distinguishes such 

conventions from systematic orthography and refers to them as conventional orthography (Neef, 2012, 2015). 

B.  Balinese Script Orthography 

Table 3 shows the primary consonant phonemes with inherent vowel /Ca/ (called Aksara lagna), which are 

represented by Aksara wianjana (wresastra and sualalita) (Medera et al., 2003). The Aksharas for independent vowels 

are represented by the basic shape | | akara for /a/, | | ikara for /i/, | | ukara for /u/, | | ekara for /e/, and | | okara for 

/o/. There is no independent basic shape for the vowel / ǝ / (Table 4 left). Table 4 right shows that the Balinese script for 

dependent vowels is represented by the basic shape  /ha/ or called wisarga with diacritic or pangangge suara. 

Dependent vowels in Balinese script appear in a combination of visual units  for /a/ from wisarga  /ha/ without 

diacritic (where the glottal stop phoneme /h/ is not pronounced or not verbalized); | | /i/ from wisarga /ha/  + | | 

(dependent vowel sign ulu /-i/); |  | /u/ from wisarga /ha/  + | | dependent vowel sign suku /-u/);  |  | /e/ from  

wisarga /ha/ + | | dependent vowel sign taling /-e/; | | /ǝ/ from wisarga /ha/  + | | dependent vowel sign pepet /-ǝ/; 

and  | | /o/ from wisarga /ha/  + | | (dependent vowel sign taling tedung /-o/) (Paramarta et al., 2023). 
 

TABLE 3 

AKSARA WIANJANA (WRESASTRA AND SUALALITA) 

Aksara Wianjana (consonant with inherent vowel /Ca/) 

Poem First Line Second Line Third Line Fourth Line 

Aksara 

Wresastra 
                  

Aksara 

Sualalita 

           
     

 

  

IPA [ha] [na] [t∫a] [ra] [ka] [da] [ta] [sa] [wa] [la] [ma] [ga] [ba] [ŋa] [pa [ʤa] [ya] [ɲa] 

Phonemic /ha/ /na/ /ca/ /ra/ /ka/ /da/ /ta/ /sa/ /wa/ /la/ /ma/ /ga/ /ba/ /ŋa/ /pa/ /ja/ /ya/ / 

ɲa/ 

Latin 

Transcription 

ha na ca ra ka da ta sa wa la Ma ga ba nga pa ja ya nya 

 

TABLE 4 

INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VOWELS 

Independent vowel 

 

 

Dependent vowel 

(  + Pangangge suara) 

Phoneme Latin Transcription 

                    →  /a/ a 

                                     +       →  /i/ i 

       +       →  
/u/ u 

          +       →   /e/ e 

      +         →  / ǝ / e 

         +       →  /Ø/ o 

 

Inherent vowel /-a/, which is attached to the aksara lagna, will disappear if it has received a diacritic or conjunct & 

ligature (Pangangge aksara) (cf. Fedorova, 2013). Pangangge aksara in the Balinese script writing system includes: 

Pangangge suara (Table 4), Pangangge tengenan (Table 5), and Gantungan and Gempelan (Table 6). 
 

TABLE 5 

PANGANGGE TENGENAN 

Balinese script Phoneme IPA Latin Transcription Name 

 /h/ [h] h bisah 

 /r/ [r] r surang 

 
/ŋ/ [ŋ] ng  cecek 

 
/Ø/ [Ø]  adeg adeg 
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TABLE 6 

GANTUNGAN AND GEMPELAN 

Gantungan and Gempelan Aksara Wianjana 

Poem First Line Second Line 

Aksara 

Wresastra 
   

 
  

    

Aksara Sualalita  

  

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

  

IPA [ha] [na] [t∫a] [ra] [ka] [da] [ta] [sa] [wa] [la] 

Phonemic /ha/ /na/ /ca/ /ra/ /ka/ /da/ /ta/ /sa/ /wa/ /la/ 

Latin 

Transcription 

ha Na ca ra ka Da ta sa wa La 

 

Gantungan and Gempelan Aksara Wianjana 

Poem Third Line Fourth Line 

Aksara 

Wresastra 
  

 
 

    

Aksara Sualalita  

 
 

 

 

 

  

IPA [ma] [ga] [ba] [ŋa] [pa] [ʤa] [ya] [ɲa] 

Phonemic /ma/ /ga/ /ba/ /ŋa/ /pa/ /ja/ /ya/ /ɲa/ 

Latin 

Transcription 

ma ga ba nga pa ja ya Nya 

 

The basic shape sign | | adeg adeg is a diacritic sign or pangangge aksara that belongs to the pangangge tengenan 

group (Table 5). Tinggen (1994) reports that adeg adeg is only used in the last syllable of a sentence and to avoid 

stacking letters in threes. Currently, the use of adeg adeg is undergoing developments and improvements in the Balinese 

script writing system, becoming: 1) at the end of the word, 2) at the end of the sentence section or the end of the 

sentence, 3) the middle position of the word to avoid the arrangement of three-stack Akshara, and 4) mid-sentence 

position for affirmation of linguistic units, to maintain writing rules, and avoid misreading (Medera et al., 2003; Suasta, 

2006). 

Table 7, No. 1 shows the use of adeg adeg in the final position of the word adan 'name' which is presented after 

grapheme < > /na/. Table 7, No. 2 demonstrates the use of adeg adeg in the middle of the word Tamblingan ‘place 

name’ after < > /ma/ to avoid using triple-stack akshara’s. Table 7 no.3 demonstrates the use of adeg adeg at the end of 

the word lamaran ‘application’ in the middle of the sentence and at the end of the sentence pelengan ‘side of forehead’ 

presented after < > /na/. Table 7, Nos. 4-5 displays the use of adeg adeg in the middle of the sentence at the position of 

the end of the word to emphasize the language units that occur after < > /na/ and < > /ka/. 
 

TABLE 7 

EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF ADEG-ADEG 

No Balinese script 

Latin transcription 

Context of use Translate 

The final 

position of 

the word/ 

sentence 

Mid-word/ sentence 

triple-stack 

avoidance 

function 

affirmation 

function of 

language 

units  

1  
adan  

√   ‘name’ 

2  
Tamblingan  

√ √  ‘place name Tamblingan’ 

3 

 
Dugase nulis lamaran, I Nyoman 

mecik pelengan.  

√   ‘When writing a proposal, I 

Nyoman held the side of his 

forehead’ 

4 
 

I Nyoman Widya. 

  √ ‘proper name I Nyoman 

Widya’ 

5  
Watek ksatriane ngamuk.  

  √ ‘knights rampage’ 
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III.  RESEARCH METHOD 

This research method employs a qualitative and descriptive approach to describe the characteristics of graphetic and 

graphematic features of silent letters, denoted as| | adeg adeg, in the Balinese script. The primary data is silent letters 

| | adeg adeg, which comes from the 16.162 lemma in the Balinese dictionary - Indonesian with Latin and Balinese 

script (Nala Antara et al., 2016). Secondary data related to various contexts of silent letter | | adeg adeg usage in 

Balinese script orthography is sourced from Guidelines for Writing Balinese Script (Medera et al., 2003). The silent 

letter in the Balinese script | | adeg adeg that has been registered is then analyzed graphetically and graphematically to 

find its characteristics. The mapping of Balinese script sequences on lemmas to phonetic and phonemic sequences is 

conducted by adopting the principles of the Akshara writing system from Nag (2014). The data analysis stages in this 

research are illustrated in Figure 2 by adapting the Multimodular Model of Writing System from Meletis (2018, p. 61). 
 

 
Figure 2. Multimodular Model of Writing Systems Adaptation 

 

Silent letters, denoted as |  | adeg adeg, in the Balinese script, are graphically analyzed as a graphetic unit (referred to 

as the basic shape) using a combination of graphetic features, graphematic features, and graphotactic features. This 

analysis is an adaptation of the model proposed by Bredel in Meletis (2018). These features include: (1) context-free 

identification, (2) recodability, (3) combinability, (4) paired variants, and (5) additive. The visual unit of silent letters | | 

adeg adeg as a grapheme is analyzed using the grapheme definition based on three criteria proposed by Meletis (2019b), 

which are: (1) lexical distinctiveness, (2) linguistic value, and (3) minimality. Although orthography is optional in the 

study of grapholinguistics (modular theory), it is still presented in this study to show the context of the rules for using 

adeg adeg in the Balinese script writing system. 

IV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The research results show that out of 16,162 lemmas in the Balinese script dictionary, as many as 7,905 lemmas use 

silent letters, denoted as | | adeg adeg. The graphetic and graphematic analysis of the various contexts of the use of 

adeg adeg in the lemma is demonstrated in Table 8. Graphically, | | adeg adeg is defined as a basic shape with several 

graphic features, namely: +context-free identification, -recodability, +combinability, -paired variants, and +additive. 

Meanwhile, graphematically the visual unit of adeg adeg is defined as a grapheme with the following criteria: + lexical 

distinctiveness, +linguistic value, and +minimality. 
 

TABLE 8 

GRAPHETIC AND GRAPHEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE VISUAL UNIT ADEG-ADEG 

Unit 

Visual  

Unicode / 

Name  

Graphetics Features Graphematics Criteria 

context-free 

identification 

recodability combinability paired 

variants 

additive lexical 

distinctiveness 

linguistic 

value 

minimality  

 1B44 

adeg 

adeg 

+ - +  - + +  + (/Ø/)  + 

 

A.  Graphetics Representation of Silent Letters | | Adeg Adeg 

It is not possible to group basic shapes separately. However, specific characteristics can identify a basic shape within 

the writing system. The basic shape adeg adeg graphetically possesses a unique feature, -recodability, which is not 

recorded verbally. This means it is “not verbalized” or “not read” (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Illustration of Mappings of Balinese Script to Phonetic Sequence (Pronunciation) 

 

Figure 3 shows an illustration of verbal representation from several basic shapes in Balinese script, adopting from 

Nag (2014, p. 112) to write the word: lekad (‘born’), bungsil (‘coconut’), and peken (‘market’). The word lekad [lǝkad], 

meaning ‘born’, is divided into three symbol blocks . The first symbol block is a basic shape | | (la lenga), which is 

pronounced [lǝ]. The second symbol block consists of a basic shape | | (ka), pronounced [ka]. The third symbol block 

consists of a basic shape |  | (da), which, when added with shape | | (adeg adeg), can be pronounced [d] without the 

inherent vowel /-a/. 

The word bungsil [buŋsil], meaning ‘coconut’, is divided into three symbol blocks . The first symbol block 

consists of a basic shape | | (ba), which is pronounced [b] because it is combined with a diacritic for the dependent 

vowel | | (suku), to be pronounced [u]. The second symbol block consists of a basic shape | | (nga), which is 

pronounced [ŋ] due to the addition of a conjunct & ligature | | (gempelan sa), which is pronounced [s] because of the 

addition of a diacritic for the dependent vowel | | (ulu), pronounced [i]. The third symbol block consists of basic shape 

| | (la), which, when combined with | | (adeg adeg), read [l] without the inherent vowel /-a/. 

Likewise, the word peken [pǝkǝn], meaning ‘market’, is divided into three symbol blocks . The first symbol 

block is composed of a basic shape | | (Balinese letter pa), pronounced [p] because it is combined with a basic shape for 

the dependent vowel | | (pepet), to be pronounced [ǝ]. The second symbol block consists of a basic shape | | (ka), 

which is pronounced [k] because it get is combined with a basic shape for dependent vowel | | (pepet), to be read as [ǝ]. 

The third symbol block consists | | (na), which, when combined with | | (adeg adeg), is pronounced [n] without the 

inherent vowel /-a/. 

The basic shape adeg adeg, although easy to identify visually, is not verbalized or readable because, in Balinese 

script grammar, adeg adeg is presented as a device that cancels the inherent vowel. For instance, in the akshara block 

dimension  (Figure 3), it is read as [d], which is a representation of the basic shape | | [da] followed basic shape | | 

adeg adeg, so the inherent vowel [-a] is not verbalized ([Ø]). In this context, it is clear that the basic shape of adeg adeg 

cannot be verbalized, read, or pronounced. 

When compared to the Latin alphabet writing system, punctuation also has the same graphetic features as adeg adeg. 

Punctuation marks (commas, periods, and exclamation points) do not have a specific linguistic unit representation, so 

they are not verbalized or readable (Cf. Meletis, 2019b). This graphetic feature differs from other basic shapes with 

verbalized or readable representations of linguistic units. For instance, the basic shape | | read as [ka], basic shape | | 

when combined with the basic shape for diacritic or conjunct & ligature, is read as [p], like diacritic for independent 

vowel | | /ǝ/, which is read as read [ǝ]. 

Other special features of | | adeg adeg include the (+additive) characteristic. In the Balinese script writing system, 

adeg adeg can be added to several basic shapes for main consonants grapheme (aksara lagna) (refer to Table 9). 

Adding adeg adeg to most of the main consonant grapheme cancels the inherent vowel /-a/. Reports from Medera et al. 

(2003) also corroborate this (+additive) feature, explaining that one way to cancel the inherent vowel /-a/ in aksara 

lagna is to add basic shape | | adeg adeg. 
 

TABLE 9 

ADDING | | ADEG ADEG TO MOST OF THE MAIN CONSONANTS GRAPHEMES 

Aksara lagna (phoneme 

representation) 

Aksara lagna added adeg adeg 

(phoneme representation) 

Word (Balinese script) Phoneme transliteration 

meaning 

 /na/  /n/  
/jan/ ‘ladder’ 

 /ka/ /k/  /barak/ ‘red’ 

/da/ /d/  
/ilid/ ‘hidden’ 

 /ta/ /t/  
/abut/ ‘unplug’ 

 /sa/ 
/s/  

/alas/ ‘forest’ 

 /la/ /l/  
/siŋal/ ‘cradle’ 

/ma/ 
/m/  

/gulǝm/ ‘overcast’ 

 /ga/ 
/g/  

/sǝrǝg/ ‘key’ 

 /ba/ /b/  /uŋkab/ ‘open’ 

 /pa/ 
/p/  

/alap/ ‘pick’ 
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Table 9 shows that | | adeg adeg has the (+additive) features to most basic shapes for main consonants grapheme 

(aksara lagna), except for the basic shape of aksara lagna | | /ca/, | | /ja/, | | /ɲa/, | | /wa/, | | /ya/. Adeg adeg 

cannot be added to the basic shape at the end of the word because, in the Balinese phonological system, the phonemes 

/c/, /j/, /ɲ/, /w/, and /y/ are never found at a final position (Pastika, 2005). 

Aksara lagna | | /ha/, | | /ra/, | | /ŋa/ cannot be combined with adeg adeg because they have their own device to 

cancel the inherent vowel /-a/ at the final position. Table 10 show the inherent vowel /-a/ on words that end with | | 

/ha/, | | /ra/, | | /ŋa/, cancelled trough diacritic or pangangge tengenan | | /h/ (Balinese sign bisah), | |/r/ (Balinese 

sign surang), and | | /ŋ/ (Balinese sign cecek) (The asterisk (*) means ‘not accepted’ in Balinese script orthography). 
 

TABLE 10 

AKSARA LAGNA CAN'T BE ADDED TO ADEG ADEG 

Adding | | adeg adeg  Using diacritics (pangangge 

tengenan) 

Phoneme transliteration 

meaning 

  
/pucuŋ/ 

‘bottle’ 

  /baraŋ/ 

‘item’ 

  
lǝbih/ 

‘more’ 

  
/seseh/ 

‘coconut tree trunk’ 

 
 

/sǝkar/ 

‘flower’ 

 
 

/gǝlar/ 

‘title, degre’ 

 

Bredel, as cited in Meletis (2018), tested feature-paired variants on an alphabet writing system using Roman letters in 

German. This feature is presented for the case of lower and uppercase variants. For example, the basic shapes |A| and |a| 

represent the same linguistic reference as paired variants. The basic shape adeg adeg does not have this paired variant 

feature. However, cases are also found in the Akshara-based writing system, such as in German writing, not in capital 

and lowercase variants but in various graphic variations. Several main consonants or aksara lagna that have graphic 

variations (which show graphic similarities but not necessarily) still represent the same linguistic unit, which is called 

graphematic allography (Meletis, 2019b, 2020). The main consonant graphemes at certain positions and in specific 

environments change their basic shape to suit the combination of their segmental spaces but still represent the same 

linguistic unit. For example, basic shape for the main consonant | | /pa/ has a paired variant with a basic shape | | /pa/ 

(ligature or called gempelan pa), as in the context of usage /bapa/ ‘father’ and /sampat/ ‘broom’. 

B.  Graphematics Representation of Silent Letters | | Adeg Adeg 

According to the analogical view, a grapheme is the smallest distinguishing unit in the writing system. The smallest 

distinguishing unit refers to the lexical distinctiveness criteria (Fuhrhop & Peters, 2013). In this view, the analogy of 

graphemes with phonemes is only methodological, serving to identify the unit of differentiation. Consequently, the 

concept of minimal pairs is a test of lexical distinctiveness criteria, as demonstrated in the Balinese script | |/kaca/ 

‘miror’ vs | |/kasa/ ‘kind of cloth’. The basic shape | | and | | are both graphemes < > and < > because they serve as 

differentiating lexical meanings for ‘mirror’ and ‘kind of cloth’. As a comparison, Meletis (2019b) test lexical 

distinctiveness criteria in German through minimal pair examples such as <Saum> ‘seam’ and <Baum> ‘tree’ but also 

for pairs like <Schaum> ‘foam’ and <Baum>. Contrast of <s> and <b> is segmental, whereas contrast <sch> (for /ʃ/) vs. 

<b> is graphetically polysegmental because <sch> consists of three basic shape: |s|, |c|, and |h|. 

The word pairs below, (a) and (b), | | /das/ vs | | /dasi/ and | | /las/ vs | | /lasi/ shows that the contrast between 

the basic shapes | | and | | as a graphic unit presents and has the potential as a provider of distinguishing feature pairs. 

The lexical unit das ‘nearly’ contrasts with dasi ‘tie’ and las ‘sincere’ contrasts with lasi ‘limp’. Meanwhile, in the data 

pair (c), it seems that the contrast between basic shape | | and | | serves as a lexical distinctiveness buku ‘book’ and buk 

‘dust’. If referring to the description provided by Berg (2019), the criteria for lexical distinctiveness features do not 

structurally align with phonemes, and phonemes do not function as units that refer to graphemes. The analogy of 

phoneme is only used as a methodological model to identify of how the distinguishing unit can be found. 

 /das/ ‘nearly’  /las/ ‘sincere’    /buku/ ‘book’ 

 /dasi/ ‘tie’   /lasi/ ‘limp’   /buk/ ‘dust’ 

             (a)   (b)                  (c) 

The data pairs (a), (b), and (c) above show that basic shape | | adeg adeg is present and has potential as a unit of 

lexical distinctiveness. However, when referring to the grapheme criterion with the analogy of minimal pairs, where 

phoneme refers to a grapheme, data pair (a), (b), and (c) are inadequate to represent minimal pairs. This is due to the 

phonemes /i/ in /dasi/ having no match in /das/, the phoneme /i/ in /lasi/ having no match in /las/, and the phoneme /u/ in 

/buku/ having no partner in /buk/. The presence of silent letters | | adeg adeg in the data pair is not graphematically 

adequate to represent minimally paired linguistic units. This phenomenon is closely related to the features of linguistic 

value, which are discussed in the next section. 
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In grapholinguistic, the representation of the linguistic value of graphemes refers to the referential view. 

Referentialists view graphemes as being “present for” specific linguistic units. Graphemes represent linguistic units not 

only at the phonological level but also for syllables and morphemes, even words. This feature implies that the basic 

shape represents at least one linguistic unit (see Table 11). In essence, graphemes have linguistic value in all the 

contexts in which they occur. This feature assumes that every linguistic unit in a language, either at the phonological or 

morphological level, is represented by a basic shape, and does not apply vice versa. Meletis (2019b) provides an 

analytical direction that is suitable for these criteria, as illustrated by the relationship “basic shape → linguistic unit”. 
 

TABLE 11 

LINGUISTIC UNIT REPRESENTATION FROM | | ADEG ADEG 

Balinese script  

Phoneme Transliteration 

Translete 

Basic shape arrangement Linguistic unit representation 

 
/buk/ 

‘dust’ 

 

 

 /b/ 

 /u/ 

 /k/ 

 
/Ø/ (abstraction of the /-a/) 

 
/abut/  

‘unplug’ 

 

 /a/ 

 /b/ 

 /u/ 

 /t/ 

 /Ø/ (abstraction of the /-a/) 

 
/alap/  

‘pick’  

 

 /a/ 

 /la/ 

 /p/ 

 /Ø/ (abstraction of the /-a/) 

 
/tambliŋan/ 

‘place name’ 

 /ta/ 

 /m/ 

 /Ø/ (abstraction of the /-a/) 

 /b/ 

 /l/ 

 /i/ 

 /ŋa/ 

 /n/ 

 /Ø/ (abstraction of the /-a/)/ 

 

Table 11 shows the context of using basic shapes | | adeg adeg in the final position in   /buk/ ‘dust’,  /abut/ 

‘unplug’, /alap/ ‘pick’,  /tambliŋan/ ‘place name’ and in the middle of the word  /tam/ in the word  

/tambliŋan/. The combination of basic shapes representing specific linguistic units has composes all the Balinese words 

above. Specifically, for | | adeg adeg, it does not appear to present a particular linguistic unit, but there is a linguistic 

unit that is not displayed (/Ø/ or zero or null phoneme), namely the inherent vowel phoneme /-a/. 

To reveal orthographic transparency, the term zero or null phoneme is introduced in the context of strictly sequential 

grapheme-to-phoneme alignment (Protopapas & Vlahou, 2009; SIL, 2022). For students learning to read, write, and 

understand orthography, the presence of a "silent letter," which represents a null phoneme, often poses a challenge. The 

term "silent letter" relates to graphic symbols that are not pronounced or do not have a mapping with a specific 

linguistic unit (Koda, 2007; Pike, 1956). 

Is zero (/Ø/) a linguistic unit? The concept of zero or null in language studies refers to a segment of language (sound, 

writing, morpheme, word, clause, even sentence) that is not spoken or written. This concept is crucial in linguistic 

analysis to indicate symptoms of element deficiency, where the element is considered to exist. There are two meanings 

for this concept. First, zero is a constituent proposed in the analysis to represent elements considered to exist at the 

abstract level but not realized in the data. Zero is a unit proposed as a contrast to an element that may or is considered to 

exist (SIL, 2021). If associated with the concept of zero, silent letters, denoted as | | adeg adeg, can be interpreted as a 

visual form in Balinese script that is presented as a signifier for inherent vowels /-a/ which is not pronounced in the 

main consonant grapheme (C-). Adeg adeg is an abstraction of the inherent vowel /-a/ in the unspoken main consonant 

grapheme, contrasting with the main consonant grapheme with the inherent vowel (<C-> contrast <Ca>) (cf. grapheme 

notions from Fedorova, 2013). 

Regarding the representation of linguistic units as one of the criteria for determining graphemes, it also presents a 

significant question. Are the linguistic values represented by singular graphemes in the form of concrete or abstract 

linguistic units, or do they even represent linguistic functions and information? Meletis (2019b) has not been able to 
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provide an answer to this question because the data from various world writing systems presented are not representative 

of that. 

On the other hand, the characteristic of adeg adeg in the Balinese script writing system is very representative of this 

answer. Table 11 Nos. 1-4, shows that silent letters adeg adeg represents an abstract linguistic value, namely as an 

abstraction of the inherent vowel in the unspoken main consonant graphemes (/C-/) (Cf. Altmann, 1996). 

If it is related to a wider alternative, it is clear that silent letters adeg adeg in the Balinese script writing system 

represent a linguistic function and linguistic information. This phenomenon shows that the function of linguistics and 

linguistic information in graphematic analysis is important to be discussed comprehensively in the study of 

grapholinguistics. 

As one of the strategies for determining graphemes for cross-writing systems, the minimality criterion presents a 

fundamental question: What is minimal? For example, is it entirely based on linguistic units or semiotics? The basic 

assumption that needs to be addressed is the postulate that graphemes in some writing systems must be identified based 

on the writing side related to semiotics, not from the linguistic side (Fedorova, 2013; Meletis, 2015). As an implication, 

graphemes, in general, need to be determined graphetically, in other words, visually. The concept of minimalism 

strengthens the visually silent letters adeg adeg that meets the minimality criteria because it is the smallest visual unit in 

the Balinese script writing system. Graphetically, adeg adeg is different from other visual units in a Balinese script-

based writing system. Data (a), (b), and (c) (in the sub-discussion of the lexical distinctiveness criteria) show that | | /Ø/ 

adeg adeg is visually different from | | /i/ (ulu) and different from | | /u/ (suku). Adeg adeg in the Balinese script 

writing system is a separate visual unit that is very easy to distinguish from other visual units. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Graphetic analysis reveals that silent letters | | adeg adeg possesses several graphic features as a basic shape | |. 

These include: +context-free identification, -recodability, +combinability, -paired variants, and +additive. Meanwhile, 

from a graphematic perspective, adeg adeg is defined as a grapheme < > with the following criteria: +lexical 

distinctiveness, +linguistic value, and +minimality. 

Three graphetic characteristics that stand out from silent letter | | adeg adeg are -recodability, -paired variants, and 

+additive. First, visually, the basic shape of adeg adeg is easy to identify. However, it is not verbalized, unreadable, or 

un-pronunciation because it phonemically represents a null vowel (zero) or is presented as canceling the inherent vowel 

device. Secondly, adeg adeg does not have a paired variants feature because it does not have paired visual variations 

representing the same linguistic reference. Third, adeg adeg has a feature that can be added to several basic shapes for 

the main consonant grapheme (aksara lagna) except | | /ca/, | | /ja/, | | /ɲa/, | | /wa/, | | /ya/. Adeg adeg cannot be 

added to the basic shape at the end of the word because, in the Balinese phonological system, the phonemes /c/, /j/, /ɲ/, 

/w/, and /y/ are never found distributed at the final position of the word. 

The silent letters in the Balinese script | | adeg adeg, are identified as a grapheme because they meet the three 

features of grapheme criteria that can be applied across writing systems, despite having some contradictory features. 

Firstly, based on the data presented and analyzed, it was revealed that adeg adeg presents and has the potential as a 

lexical distinguishing unit (this applies if the grapheme is structurally not aligned with the phoneme). In other words, 

the phoneme analogy is only used as a methodological model of how distinctive units can be found. The grapheme 

criterion, with the analogy of a minimal pair of phonemes that refers to a grapheme, is inadequately applied to adeg 

adeg because the paired phoneme does not exist (not presented). Secondly, silent letters | | adeg adeg phonemically 

represent zero linguistic units for the null vowel /Ø/ because there is a linguistic unit that is not displayed, namely the 

inherent vowel phoneme /-a/. Adeg adeg is associated with several zero concepts in linguistic studies, referring to the 

visual form in Balinese script that is presented as a signifier for the inherent vowel /-a/ that is not pronounced in the 

main consonant grapheme (C-). Adeg-adeg is an abstraction of the inherent vowel /-a/ in the unspoken main consonant 

grapheme as a contrast for the main consonant grapheme with the inherent vowel (<C-> contrast <Ca>). Thirdly, 

several minimalism concepts emphasize that visually adeg adeg meets the minimum criteria because it is the smallest 

visual unit in the Balinese script writing system. Graphically, adeg adeg is a separate visual unit that is very easy to 

distinguish from other visual units. 

The analysis of graphetic and graphematic features can identify the systematic characteristics and mappings of silent 

letters in the Balinese script, specifically | | adeg adeg. Adeg adeg represents basic shapes and graphemes, which are 

the basic units of writing systems. These are related to the presentation of visual units and their connection with 

linguistic units. The clarity of systematic characteristics and mapping significantly contributes to a more comprehensive 

and transparent depiction of cognitive-linguistic mechanisms. This is especially important when deciphering writing 

systems based on Akshara, which have highly complex characteristics. These characteristics include non-linear symbol 

arrangements, unmarked and inherent symbol features, and visually complex symbol sets. 
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